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ASTEROPE ANNOUNCES ELITE MUSICIANS SELECT ASTEROPE AS THEIR 
INSTRUMENT CABLE OF CHOICE  

 

Austin, Texas, July 21, 2011….Asterope today announced that since their introduction, 
the company’s cables have been selected by a wide variety of elite musicians for use as 
their cable of choice.  From leading Nashville session musicians and producers to 
internationally recognized guitarists and bass players, a host of musicians have chosen 
the company’s breakthrough line of instrument cables as their cable of choice for live 
performances and session work.  Asterope cables provide musicians, audio engineers 
and enthusiasts with a unique cable design that provides greater clarity, a broader 
frequency response and more dynamic harmonics. 

Asterope recently announced that legendary guitarist David Grissom is among the elite 
musicians who have selected Asterope as their cable of choice.  Prior to switching to 
Asterope, Grissom tested the cable against his previous favorite.  

“A friend recommended Asterope to me,” said Mr. Grissom. “I was very skeptical about 
‘yet another cable.’  When I A/B’ed it against my favorite cable – one I had been using 
for seven years – I could hear a big difference.  Asterope was the clear winner.  It has 
warmer, fatter highs and clearer lows.  Today, I use Asterope every time I play.”  

In addition to his solo recording career, David Grissom has recorded and toured with a 
wide variety of other iconic artists, including Joe Ely, John Mellencamp, the Allman 
Brothers, the Dixie Chicks, and Martina McBride, among others.  

Grissom joins a number of other leading musicians and audio engineers across the industry 
who have switched to Asterope, including Jack Pearson, renowned guitarist for the Allman 
Brothers, and Bob Babbitt, GRAMMY® Award-winning Motown bass player. “Asterope 
sounds bigger, brighter and richer.  There’s clearly more definition in the notes that are being 
played” said Mr. Babbitt.  “There’s an obvious difference with Asterope, which is why it’s the 
only cable I use.”   

Some of Nashville’s leading session musicians, performers and producers hear the “Asterope 
difference”, including John Jackson (guitarist for Shelby Lynn and Bob Dylan), Dave Pomeroy, 
Michael Spriggs, Mike Chapman, among many others.  According to Mike Chapman, “This cord 
is to a new level, and it’s the best thing I’ve ever heard.” Interviews with these world-class artists 
are available for viewing at www.asterope.com.   

Asterope instrument cables are available in 6-foot, 10-foot, 15-foot, 20-foot and 40-foot 
lengths, as well as 1-foot and 3-foot patch cables.  Pricing begins at $59 for a 6-foot 
instrument cable. The company is planning to launch XLR audio cables in the fall. 
Asterope cables are designed and manufactured in the United States.   



 

About Asterope: 

Asterope, LLC is an innovative audio cable technology company specializing in 
products designed for the music, pro audio and high-end audio markets.  
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, the company offers unique products using 
breakthrough technology for musicians, engineers and audio enthusiasts.  The 
company can be followed on Facebook, Twitter and at www.asterope.com.    

Asterope… Feels Good, Sounds Better. 

 

Media contact: Dean Kline, 512-751-2263 or dean@asterope.com  

*GRAMMY is a registered trademark of The National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences, Inc. 

 


